Abstmcr-The probabilistic roadmap (PRM) planner is a popular method for robot motion planning problems with many degrees of freedom. However, it has been shown that the method performs less well in situations when the robot has to pass through a narrow passage in the scene. This is mainly due to the uniformity of the sampling used in the planner; it places m y samples in large open regions and too few in tight passages. In this paper, a technique based on a robot independent cell decomposition of the free workspace is proposed to guide the probabilistic sampling, such that the distribution of samples tends more toward the interesling ngions in the scene. It is shown that lhis leads lo improved performance on difficult planning problems in 2D and 3D workspaces. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning is of great importance in various fields, such as robotics, virtual environments, maintenance planning, and computer-aided design. Although a number of exact and comptete methods have been proposed for the robot motion planning problem (see [I61 for an overview), these are seldomly used because they are only applicable to the simplest instances of the planning problem. For more complicated problems, where the robot has many degrees of freedom, these methods are computationally infeasible, Therefore, the focus has shifted toward probabilistic and heuristic methods, sacrificing completeness for speed and applicability.
A technique often used nowadays is the Probabilistic Roadmap (F'RM) planner [2] , [3] , [12] , [14], [17], [18] . The idea behind it is that a roadmap is created that represents the connectivity of the free part of the configuration space. The nodes of the graph are randomly sampled collision-free configurations that are connected by a simple and fast local planner (typically a straight-line motion in configuration space is used). The method is capable of solving motion planning queries in complex environments, and has been used in many practical situations.
However, the method has trouble in finding paths through narrow passages in the scene. This is mainly due to the uniformity of the sampling; it places many samples in open regions and too few in tight passages (a thorough analysis is given in [I I] ). This problem has received much attention of researchers in the field. The earliest strategies trying lo tackle this problem use information from the roadmap adaptively during construction. They add additional nodes in the neighborhood of nodes that were only connected to a few neighbors [13] , [15]. Later methods involve sampling more densely near obstacle boundaries [I] , [61, [IO] , or far from obstacles, on the medial axis 1201. Despite the amount of work done on this topic (see the proceedings of the yearly IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA) and the Workshop on Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics (WAFR) for many contributions), a generic solution has not yet emerged. The general observation remains, however, that the way of sampling is crucial for the result [7] , [SI, [9] .
Whereas previous methods are mainly obstacle-based slrategies, we propose a method that uses the shape of free workspace to guide the sampling in configuration space. Information from the workspace can only be used effectively when the configuration space more or less resembles the workspace. This means that narrow passages in the configuration space should correspond to narrow passages in the workspace, and that configurations in difficult regions can be mapped straightforwardly to the corresponding points in the workspace.
This holds for a large class of problems in robot motion planning: free-flying robots in two or three dimensional scenes. If the size of the robot is not too large compared to the size of the scene, each difficult region in the configuration space can be related to a relatively narrow passage in the workspace.
Our method identifies the narrow passages in the workspace using a cell decomposition approach. Because the workspace is only 3-dimensiona1, this can easily be done. Subsequently, cells of the decomposition are grouped into regions of interest 0-7803-8232-3/04/$17.00 02004 IEEE by labeling them.
The labeling-part is the most crucial in this context. For this, we propose a method called watershed labeling, inspired by a technique from the field of image processing, called watershed segmentation [19] . It is a powerful method that separates large open regions from each other by so-called watersheds. These watersheds are positioned inside the corridors connecting these regions. As a result, the narrow passages are labeled differently than the open regions. See Fig. 1 for an example.
This information is used to effectively steer the sampling toward the most interesting regions of the scene. To this end, each of the labeled regions is assigned a weight indicating the chance that a sample is picked inside this region. To be precise, for a sample we pick the position in the region and the other degrees of freedom randomly. Narrow passage regions will receive relatively larger weights than open regions, which results in more samples in narrow passages. This will lead to faster connection of loose components in the probabilistic roadmap, and hence a quicker convergence toward a roadmap capturing the free space.
The global outline of this paper is as follows: in Section U we briefly recall the PRM method: in Section III we describe our global approach. The details are filled in in Section IV.
In Section V we discuss watershed labeling and in Section VI we will present experiments showing that the method indeed leads~ to significant improvements. Finally, we discuss the work presented and put forward some possible future work in Section VII.
PRM BASICS
The motion planning problem is generally formulated in terms of the configuration space C , the set of all possible configurations of the robot. The dimension of the configuration space corresponds to the number of the robot's degrees of freedom. Each obstacle in the workspace, in which the robot actually moves, transforms i n k a n obstacle in configuration space. Together, they form the forbidden part Cforb of the configuration space. Ch, = C \ Cforb denotes.the set of all collision-free configurations. Probabilistic roadmap planners generally work in two
. stages: a preprocessing stage, sometimes referred to as learning stage, and a query stage. In the prepmessing stage, a roadmap is constructed that forms a discrete representation of the connectivity of the free configuration space. The nodes of the roadmap'~are free samples, randomly chosen from the configuration space. There is an edge between two nodes, if a local planner finds a collision-free path between the corresponding configurations. The paths.searched for are mostly simple straight line segments in the configuration space.
In the query stage, the constructed roadmap is used to find a path between a start and goal configuration. In general, these configurations are not present in the roadmap, so they are added to the roadmap using the local planner. Using Dijkstra or other graph searching methods, a path between the start and goal configuration is then easily found. .
.
An important aspect of PRM is the way samples are picked from the configuration space. In the basic PRM this is done uniform randomly, but this yields many samples in open regions of the free space and few in narrow regions, while the inverse would be preferable. In this paper, we will focus on a sampling strategy yielding more samples in interesting regions.
GLOBAL APPROACH
The idea of our method is to use the shape of the free workspace to guide the sampling in configuration space. For this purpose, the preprocessing stage of PRM is subdivided in two phases, a datastructure phase and a sampling phase. In the datastructure phase, a robot independent datastructure is built upon the workspace, identifying n o w and interesting regions. This proceeds as follows:
First, the free workspace, denoted by W,,, is decomposed into a collection of cells. Second, cells are grouped into regions of interest by labeling the cells according to some local properties. The set of cells having the same label is called a labeled region.
The subdivision of the workspace is used to steer the sampling. So, each of the labeled regions is assigned a weight indicating the chance that a sample in picked inside this region. Since narrow passages should receive relatively more samples than open regions, narrow passage regions are assigned a relatively large weight.
Algorithmically, the datastructure phase can be depicted as follows:
Algorithm 1 DATASTRUCTUREPHASE 1 Decompose F into ccll, 2: Group cells into labeled regions by assigning a label to 3: Assign each of the labeled regions a weight defining its each of the cells sampling probability
In Section III-B and III-C we will discuss the datastructure phase in detail.
The sampling phase is straightforward. A sample is picked with its .translational degrees of freedom inside a labeled region that is selected according to the weight distribution. The other degrees of freedom are chosen uniform randomly. This sample is then treated as in standard PRM. In Section III-D, the sampling phase is discussed in detail.
A. Relation workspace -configuration space
We want to use the workspace geometry as a guide for sampling in the configuration space, but the shape of the configuration space C not only depends on the workspace, but also on the shape and type of the robot moving through the workspace. We concentrate on free-flying robots here, i.e. the placement of the robot is described by its position and orientation (see the conclusions for some remarks about other robot types). The position of a robot is defined as the position of its reference point in workspace. To guarantee a strong resemblance between workspace and configuration space, we demand that this reference point is located in the interior of the robot. To be precise, the reference point of the robot is defined to be the center of the robot's largest inscribed sphere. Let r,,, denote the radius of this sphere and be called the inner radius of the robot. The outer radius rout is defined by the smallest circumscribed sphere with the reference point of the robot as its center.
The mapping between workspace and configuration space is straightforward: A point p in the workspace corresponds to the set of configurations in C which have p as their position. This set is called C(p). The set of configurations in C corresponding to a set of points P from the workspace is denoted by C(P). Reversely, the point in the workspace corresponding to a configuration c is denoted by p ( c ) .
The correspondence of workspace narrow passages to configuration space narrow passages is formalized as follows: The above theorem states that points in the workspace close to obstacles, relate to points in the configuration space with even less clearance. So, difficult regions in the workspace certainly relate to difficult regions in the configuration space. The inverse relation is less suong:
. Let c be a configuration in C M~, then
This means that if the outer radius of the robot is not too large compared to the size and scale of the workspace, every configuration space narrow passage relates to a workspace narrow passage as well. In this case, the shape of the free workspace can very well be used to guide the sampling in the configuration space.
B. Cell decomposition
In the first step of our algorithm the free workspace is at each level, by subdividing cells that partially overlap both free and forbidden space. This may continue until a desired level of detail is reached. This is formalized as follows: We require the cell decomposition technique to be able to produce an e-detailed decomposition for every e > 0.
It is easy to see that the region in configuration space corresponding to the r,,-detailed decomposition D7," totally contains the free configuration space: This observation is used later to prove the probabilistic completeness of our method.
The cell decomposition over the workspace should in principle be robot independent. This means that D has to be detailed enough for every robot. This is of course not possible, but when we choose a small enough E , a subset of D, can be used for robots with an inner radius larger than E . For robots that have no inscribed ball (rtn = 0), e.g. a point robot or a line-segment robot, approximate cell decomposition techniques cannot produce a totally covering decomposition. Each of the labeled regions should be assigned a weight to steer the sampling, i.e. labeled regions have a chance to receive a sample with a probability proportional to their weights. If each labeled region would be given its volume as its weight, the resulting sampling distribution is uniform over the total cell decomposition. So, to give narrow regions relatively more samples and open regions relatively less, their This fact is used later to prove a weaker form of probabilistic weights should be raised or lowered respectively. None of the labeled regions should be given a weight of 0 each portion of the configuration space must have a probability > 0 to receive a sample, in order for the method to remain prohabilistically complete, which we will prove below.
D. Sampling
The sampling scheme we propose on the datastructure created above is simple: first. select a labeled region R according to the weight distribution. Second, a sample is picked uniform randomly inside C ( R ) . This is done as follows: the labeled region R consists of a number of cells, so a cell is picked randomly from R, with a probability for each cell proportional to its volume. Then, the translational degrees of freedom are chosen inside this cell. The other degrees of freedom are chosen randomly. Algorithmically, it looks as follows: volumes.
Algorithm 2 SAMPLINGPHASE
the 'other degrees of freedom uniform randomly If the cell decomposition is totally covering the free workspace, i.e. the robot used in the scene has a maximal inscribed hall of radius rin and the. workspace decomposition is,at least Ti,-detailed, we can easily show that the above sampling scheme is probabilistically complete. 
IV. FILLING IN THE DETAILS
A number of important details have yet to he filled in, such as the used approximate cell decomposition technique and the way the cells are labeled and assigned weights.
A. Cell decomposition
A well-known and obvious approximate cell decomposition datastructure is the octree. An octree is a rooted tree in which every internal node has eight children. Every node in the tree corresponds to a cube. If a node has children, then their corresponding cubes are the eight octants of the cube of the parent node.
A node of the octree is subdivided when the cell contains both obstacles and free space. If the cell only contains free space or obstacles, then it is marked asfree orfull respectively, and it is not subdivided. The subdivision of the mixed cells may propagate down until some desired level of detail is reached. The mot of the octree corresponds to a cube or rectangloid covering the entire workspace. The leaves of the tree with label free together form the approximate celldecomposition of the workspace. Note that all cells in the octree are congruent to the initial cell covering the total scene.
It is easily shown that the ocuee decomposition technique fulfills our requirement:
Theorem IV.l. For every scene and for every e > 0, the octree cell decomposition rechnique is able to pmduce an e-detailed decomposition.
Many related decomposition techniques exist that satisfy the above criterion as well, such as the binary space partition. For the sake-of simplicity, however, we will use the octree cell decomposition in this paper.
B. Labeling and weights
The simplest instance of labeling cells is to give each cell a different label. In other words, each cell is treated as a different labeled region. The simplest weight distribution for this labeling is to give each labeled region a weight according to its volume. This results in uniform sampling over the free space, and in that sense our method of using cell decompositions can be seen as a generalization of standard PRM. Another obvious distribution of weights is to give each labeled region the same weight, i.e. they all have the same chance to he sampled. This weight distribution has a rationale, since cells, and thus the labeled regions, tend to be smaller when they are closer to obstacles, for instance in narrow passages. Yet each of the cells has the same chance to contribute a sample, leading to a larger density of samples in narrow passages when compared to uniform sampling over the entire configuration space. A problem of this method is that also many small cells are generated along the boundary of obstacles, leading to many. samples close to boundaries. It lacks a way to make a distinction between narrow passages and regions close to obstacles. A similar problem was otiserved in previous attempts to deal To improve this, we need a way to distinguish cells in narrow passages from cells near a boundary in an open area. In the next section, we will describe a warershed approach to achieve this.
V. WATERSHED LABELING
The simple labeling scheme discussed above is of course not favorable: we want to be able to really distinguish regions of interest in the scene. For such a labeling method, we let us inspire by image segmentation methods from the field of image processing. In image segmentation, the problem is roughly the same. Labeled regions should be formed of pixels that somehow belong together, according to a property defined in terms of the image itself. The watershed transform may very well be used as a basis for our labeling scheme, where the watershed regions represent narrow passages and the regions they separate represent the open regions in the scene.
A. Watersheds in topographical landscapes
The watershed method was originally developed for discrete binary images (2D or 31) ). So, we need to adapt the algorithm to make it suitable for approximate cell decompositions. We concentrate on octrees here, but we believe that it is extendible to other cell decompositions as well. We use an analogon with a topographical landscape to explain the algorithm for 2D cell decompositions. The algorithm is easily extended to higher dimensions.
We interpret the sizes of the cells in the decomposition as elevations in a topographical landscape. Large cells correspond to low elevations (see Fig. 2 for an impression) . In the landscape we may distinguish different catchnient basins. These are areas in the landscape associated with a local minimum, such that every imaginary rain drop falling in the catchment basin would end up in the particular local minimum. The boundaries between the catchment basins are called watersheds.
To find the watershed regions, the landscape is flooded. Starting from the minima of lowest elevation (the largest free cells), the water will progressively fill up the different catchment basins. Now, at each cell where the water coming from two different minima would merge, we build a watershed. At the end of this flooding procedure, each minimum is completely surrounded by watersheds, which delimit its associated catchment basin. The catchment basins now each form an open labeled region and the watersheds separating the catchment basins identify the narrow passages between open labeled regions.
B. Warersheds for cell decomposirioris
In terms of an octree cell decomposition, each of the hierarchy levels in the octree correspond to a flood level in the topographical landscape. and rising the flood level corresponds to processing the cells in the next hierarchy level of the octree. Local minima correspond to isolated groups of cells of locally maximal sizes. These are given a unique label. The algorithm iteratively processes each of the hierarchy levels in the octree. We start with the highest hierarchy level, which contains the largest cells.
Processing a hierarchy level goes as follows: for each of the cells in the level, it is checked if it has an already labeled (larger) neighboring cell. If this is the case, the cell is appended to a first-in-first-out queue (see Algorithm 3. lines 2 . 4 ) . Subsequently, each cell in the queue is processed. Again, its neighbors are inspected if the neighbor cells that are already labeled all have the same label, the cell is given that label too. If there are neighbors with different labels, the cell is labeled as a watershed cell. Neighboring cells of the same hierarchy level that neither are already in the queue, nor are already labeled, are appended to the queue (see Algorithm 3, lines 6...15).
This process repeats until the queue is empty. The'n, there may still be a number of cells in the current hierarchy level that have no label yet. These cells form new local minima and are given new labels. Groups of adjacent unlabeled cells are given the same label (see Algorithm 3, lines 17.26). They form together a local minimum.
After this, the algorithm proceeds to the next hierarchy level, carrying out the same process. This may continue until some desired level of detail is reached. Note that the watershed algorithm can be carried out simultaneously with a breadth-i first construction of the cell decomposition.
The algorithm is given in pseudocode in Algorithm 3. A : first-in-first-out queue is used in the algorithm. Three functions are defined on this queue: -12: The .watershed algorithm has a running time linear in the number of cells. Since no geometric operations have to be performed, such as collision checks, it is a purely combinatorial algorithm and therefore very fast. Building the cell decomposition of the workspace dominates the running time of the preprocessing phase. With this technique, the narrow passages can be identified precisely (see Fig. 3a) . Each of the regions associated with a local minimum gets a unique label. These regions form the open labeled regions. The watershed regions can be distinguished from each other when the labels of the regions they separate are maintained in the algorithm. Assigning weights to the labeled regions can be done in many ways. We restrict ourselves to a simple weighting approach in this paper: each labeled region is given the~same weight. Experiments showed that this works quite well for most scenes. In Fig. 3h an impression is given of how the samples are~distributed using this method. More complicated weighting schemes are the subject of further research. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We experimented with our method on four different scenes: morns, cluner, hole and ofice (see Fig. 4 ). clutter the cluner scene consists of 500 uniformly distributed tetrahedra. The configuration space will consist almost solely of narrow passages, so for this scene uniform random sampling is expected to work best. We test it with an L-shaped robot that has to travel from one comer to the opposite. The In the experiments we consider the time needed to construct a covering roadmap for the scene. A roadmap is considered good enough when a pair of predefined query configurations is connected via the roadmap. For each scene such a query pair i s devised (see Fig. 4 ). Because randomness is involved, we averaged the running times of 100 independent runs. Only for the hole scene, we performed 50 runs.
Since our method uses a preprocessing step to build a datastructure guiding the sampling, the actual running time is not directly comparable to traditional methods, where such a datastructure step is not present. Since our datastructure is robot independent, i.e.: for different types of robots a roadmap can be constructed using the same dataStNCtUIe, the time needed to construct the datastructure is not added to the time needed to build the roadmap, but reported separately. For the rooms, cluner, hole and office scene it took respectively 0.55, 3.9, 0.06 and 2.0 seconds to build a watershed labeled cell decomposition with an appropriate level of detail. We believe that these times can be improved, but we did not concentrate on that.
We compare our method to previously proposed techniques that aim to bener capture narrow passages in the sampling.
In a recent publication [91, various sampling methods were compared to each other, among other things with the focus on narrow passages. Two conclusions can be drawn from that work uniform random sampling performs quite well in many cases, and an obstacle-based variant in which only nearobstacle configurations are sampled, called nearest coiifacf, appears to work well for narrow passage problems.
So, in our experiments we compare our method to these two sampling strategies. Fig. 5 summarizes our results. 
B. Results
The results show that our method works particularly well for the rooms scene. This is because the watershed regions capture the narrow passages very well and enable an effective steering of the sampling. This results in considerably better performance of our method than uniform random and nearest contact.
For the clutter scene, uniform random works best, as was expected. Our method performs less well on this scene, although the performance is not worse than that of the nearest contact method.
For the hole'scene our method performs comparable to nearest contact. The uniform random approach completely fails here. The nearest contact method performs relatively well for this scene, due to the complexity of the robot. The method has a clear disadvantage though: it generates samples close to the boundary of obstacles, but it cannot differentiate between narrow passages and open regions. This is made clear when a solid hounding box is created around the scene. The performance of our method is not affected by this change, whereas the performance of nearest contact degrades For the office scene our method again works best. Nearest contact fails here, because the obstacle boundaries in open regions are very large compared to narrow passage boundaries, and many useless samples are created there. For both the uniform random and the nearest contact merhod, the average running time does not lie within the fint and third quartile. This implies that some runs takes a huge amount of time. For our method, this does not happen. The good and stable ' . . . drastically (see Fig. 5c ).
. .
performance of our method in this scene is not only explained by the accurate labeling of narrow passages, but also because smaller open regions receive relatively more samples than large open regions. In the three rooms in each of the two offices, which may be regarded as the difficult regions of the scene, the sample density is much higher than in the large regions in the hall, where not so many samples are necessary.
This results in a significant speedup of the construction of the roadmap.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a novel approach toward sampling in difficult regions. We used information from the workspace, extracted by an approximate cell decomposition, to guide the sampling. We showed that this approach has a great potential, especially in combination with watershed labeling.
Watershed labeling has proven to be a powerful technique to identify narrow passages. We have used this successfully to speed up the construction of roadmaps in difficult scenes. Although we showed some promising results, we believe that a number of issues remain to be studied further:
A basic issue is the choice of the parameters and variables of PRM and our own method. In this paper, we used standard ~settings, but we think that fine-tuning these parameters will further improve our results.
Another improvement might he made when entire narrow passages are labeled. In our current implementation. the watersheds are only one cell thick, while the narrow corridors may be much longer. It can also be useful to label the 'mouths' of the narrow passages. These often correspond with difficult regions in configuration space (e.g. for the hole scene).
More improvements can be made when the structure of the cell decomposition and the watersheds is taken into account. It might for instance be used to adapt various parameters of PRM during construction of the roadmap, or as a datastructure for efficient neighbor searching.
Finally, we would like to make some remarks about various robot types. In [his paper, we focused on free-flying robots.
We believe, however, that the presented approach may he useful for other types of robots as well. For example, for an articulated robot with six .links. the configuration space of the first three links resembles the configuration space of the entire robot, so our method may be applied in this space. In-general: informarion from the configuration space of the dominating degrees of freedom (for free-flying robots, these are the translational dof's) may he used for guiding the sampling in the overall configuration space, but this remains to be studied further.
